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We are starting development of the standalone version of the game. The standalone client will be the same as the mod, but we are going to be using Java, and targeting Android, so it will be a lot more stable and scalable! DayZ itself is ‘essentially’ identical to the mod, so anyone with any of the current 0.52 mods can
keep all their mods and continue playing without any issues. The only exception to this is that a standalone server will NOT work with this build of the mod. This is mainly due to how we have merged all of our databases together into one client database. If you have any mods that use mods, you must update to v0.52 or

higher. If you do not have mods, you can delete the mods from the pc and copy them over your old data folder. Make sure to make a backup of the data folder before deleting, and do not delete the mbase folder! There is currently an issue with the standalone server that we are trying to sort out. Once that is fixed we will
start cracking out a few of our own mods. As of now there are no mods for DayZ. Stay tuned for that news :) We are continuing to add mod compatibility. We are literally checking every single one of our mods and checking for compatability with the standalone version of the mod. So if any mod does not work, we will fix it

and post the fix. If there is a way to fix it without fixing it, we will follow those suggestions. The list of non compatible mods is getting bigger the more we find. As of now, this is a list of mod that we have found thus far. If you know of one please let us know as we still need to figure out which ones to fix before it is
released. Also, you should be aware that some mods require the Steamworks plugin and such. We will try our best to support each of them that we can.
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since the standalone game does not have a proper launcher, we'll have to go through the manual for dayz, click the console icon, click on the "console" button in the yellow menu box that appears, type the following into the console: . "http://localhost:27016/dayz.exe" example: .exe" - "./zombie[space] - add your
username to the list of players by typing the following into the console: . "join "username" example: . "join elysium" - pause the game by typing "exit" - pause the game by typing "pause" - resume the game by typing "load" - pause the game by typing "pause" - quit the game by typing "quit" - pause the game by typing

"pause" download the standalone 0.51 client crack by clicking the "console" button on the yellow menu box that appears, type the following into the console: cd "/path/to/dayz_installer" ./dayz.exe example: cd "/path/to/dayz_installer" . ". this build does not include the 0.61.136770 hotfix, so use 0.52 for now. the hotfix is
coming on tuesday, november 13th. no more need to download hotfix 0.61 to your install copy or use the old client. * this update (and the 0.61.136770 hotfix) brings several significant changes to the way all voxels are handled and recreated, resulting in some large changes to the way the game operates. these changes
greatly improve performance and should result in less desync over time. it is a complete rewrite of the "z_render" renderer in z_cmesh. the new render architecture works much more efficiently in cases where new meshes are created and updates to existing objects are made. it also works much better for handling large

amounts of tiles (especially when implemented in compiled form). please expect further performance improvements in future builds as we keep working on it. 5ec8ef588b
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